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On the Performance of Cognitive
Satellite-Terrestrial Networks

Oluwatayo Y. Kolawole , Student Member, IEEE, Satyanarayana Vuppala, Member, IEEE,
Mathini Sellathurai, Senior Member, IEEE, and Tharmalingam Ratnarajah, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—We investigate the performance of a multi-beam cog-AQ1 1

nitive satellite terrestrial network in which a secondary network2

(mobile terrestrial system) shares resources with a primary satel-3

lite network given that the interference temperature constraint4

is satisfied. The terrestrial base stations (BSs) and satellite users5

are modeled as independent homogeneous Poisson point pro-6

cesses. Utilizing tools from stochastic geometry, we study and7

compare the outage performance of three secondary transmis-8

sion schemes: first is the power constraint (PCI) scheme where9

the transmit power at the terrestrial BS is limited by the interfer-10

ence temperature constraint. In the second scheme, the terrestrial11

BSs employ directional beamforming to focus the signal intended12

for the terrestrial user, and in the third, BSs that do not satisfy13

the interference temperature constraint are thinned out (BTPI).14

Analytical approximations of all three schemes are derived and15

validated through numerical simulations. It is shown that for the16

least interference to the satellite user, BTPI is the best scheme.17

However, when thinning is not feasible, PCI scheme is the viable18

alternative. In addition, the gains of directional beamforming are19

optimal when the terrestrial system employs massive multiple-20

input-multiple-output transceivers or by the use of millimeter21

wave links between terrestrial BSs and users.22

Index Terms—Cognitive radio, interference, multi-beam satel-23

lite, poisson point processes, satellite-terrestrial networks.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

THE KEY goals of future generation wireless commu-26

nication systems include billions of connected devices,27
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data rates in the range of Gbps, lower latencies, increased 28

reliability, improved coverage and environment-friendly, low- 29

cost, and energy-efficient operation. As the existing cellular 30

spectrum approaches its performance limits, there is grow- 31

ing interest in and exploration of supplementary resources 32

for meeting these demands [1]. As a result, satellite mobile 33

communication is attracting widespread interest in radio tech- 34

nology studies which aim to provide ample coverage with 35

low complexity infrastructure [2]. Multi-beam structure in 36

modern satellite mobile communication has gained massive 37

attention because of the potential to provide a higher cov- 38

erage area and larger capacity since multiple isolated spot 39

beams can reuse frequency. For example, with a reuse factor 40

of four, hundreds of beams are possible [3]. The frequency 41

reuse in multi-beam satellites gives a trade-off between inter- 42

beam interference and available bandwidth as presented in [4]. 43

Precoding techniques have been established to increase com- 44

munication efficiency [1]. In the context of multi-beam satel- 45

lites, precoding techniques are being explored as a means 46

to mitigate inter-beam interference. The work in [5] shows 47

that with the use of linear precoding, spectral efficiency is 48

improved by about fifty percent. Moreover, motivated by the 49

advances in cellular communication to improve spectral effi- 50

ciency, hybrid satellite-terrestrial networks have gained interest 51

in research [6], [7]. 52

Cognitive radio is another technology that has attracted 53

considerable research as a means of spectrum management 54

in conventional wireless communication systems because it 55

allows the coexistence of primary and secondary networks 56

using the same resources [8], [9]. A primary network consists 57

of transmitters and receivers with the licence to use a specific 58

frequency band [10] while a secondary network comprises the 59

transmitters and receivers that share resources with the pri- 60

mary network. Cognitive radio networks operate three major 61

paradigms: underlay, overlay and interweave [9]. Within the 62

framework of satellite communication, Sharma et al. [11] sug- 63

gest that the level of interference power can determine which 64

cognitive technique is appropriate. The underlay paradigm, 65

which allows concurrent primary (non-cognitive) and sec- 66

ondary (cognitive) transmissions, and is suitable for medium 67

interference regions, is considered in this paper. 68

In addition, the fusion of cognitive radios with hybrid 69

satellite-terrestrial networks (cognitive satellite-terrestrial net- 70

works, CSTNs) is investigated by many researchers with 71

the objective of optimizing efficiency and coverage in 72

both existing and future wireless communication systems. 73

2332-7731 c© 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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The work in [12] introduced the concept to show the possi-74

bility of maximising spectrum utilization for terrestrial ground75

and satellite uplink transmissions. Additional works enhanc-76

ing CSTNs include [13]–[16]. Specifically, the work in [13]77

presents methods for utilizing underlay CSTNs, power alloca-78

tion is considered in [14] and performance of CSTNs under79

imperfect channel estimations is measured using the metrics of80

outage probability and normalised capacity. Lagunas et al. [15]81

investigate efficient allocation of more resources such as car-82

rier, power and bandwidth allocations for achieving more gain83

with the CSTNs, and finally, the work in [16] presents a math-84

ematical approach to achieve computational efficiency of the85

outage probability of CSTNs.86

With the incorporation of base stations (BSs) to satellite87

communication, terrestrial interference is another key param-88

eter that needs to be characterized for the accurate analysis89

of the performance of CSTNs. Given the random locations of90

terrestrial BSs as well as satellite users [17] and motivated by91

the successes of using stochastic geometry models for interfer-92

ence characterization in cellular cognitive radio networks [18],93

[19], we employ the probabilistic stochastic geometric tools94

for characterizing the interference in CSTNs.95

To achieve performance gains, numerous studies have96

sought ways of managing interference. A well known method97

for this management is directional transmission [20], [21],98

which focuses a signal to a target direction (unlike the omni-99

directional method in which a signal is transmitted in all100

directions). Directional transmission has the advantage of101

reducing interference and increasing coverage. In CSTNs,102

Sharma et al. [22] study different beamforming techniques to103

jointly achieve maximum rate for the secondary user and min-104

imize interference to the satellite users and show that modified105

linear constrained minimum variance beamformer achieves106

this objective.107

A. Design Approaches108

This paper evaluates the performance of a CSTN where109

there is concurrent transmission of a primary multi-beam satel-110

lite network and a secondary terrestrial mobile network, and111

where interference to the primary network is not beyond a set112

limit. We provide a comparative analysis of different methods113

for keeping interference generated by the terrestrial network114

within acceptable limits.115

In [13]–[16], all nodes are assumed to be equipped with a116

single antenna. However, in the proposed CSTN model, the117

nodes of the secondary (terrestrial) network will be equipped118

with multiple antennas as well as multiple beams consid-119

ered for the satellite network. Therefore, unlike the models120

in [13]–[16], this work considers a more general and practical121

scenario with the analysis of a network where multiple terres-122

trial base stations (BSs) share resources with a multi-beamed123

satellite to serve the terrestrial user. To the authors’ best knowl-124

edge, randomly distributed BS with multiple antennas has not125

been considered for this network set-up.126

Introducing multiple BSs with multiple antennas at the sec-127

ondary network results in a more involved analysis than is128

presented in [13]–[16], because apart from characterizing the129

strict interference constraints imposed by the satellite network, 130

there is an added interference from other terrestrial BSs try- 131

ing to serve the terrestrial user. In this paper therefore, we 132

characterize this added interference by using stochastic geo- 133

metric tools, and consider its effect on the transmissions in 134

both primary and secondary networks. 135

The performance of this network is analysed for three differ- 136

ent transmission schemes. In the first, we assume that the BS 137

process of the secondary network is stationary and ergodic 138

so that BS nodes take part in transmission to the terrestrial 139

user only if they satisfy the interference temperature constraint 140

imposed by the satellite. Thus, we design a framework for 141

characterizing the transmission power at the BS to ensure that 142

the interference limit imposed by the primary network is not 143

surpassed, and also characterize the interference by the BSs 144

that do not satisfy the constraint. This scheme is referred to 145

as power constraint to limit interference (PCI). In the second 146

(DBI), we utilize directional transmission at the secondary 147

system to focus the signals intended for the terrestrial user 148

and accordingly restrict interference to acceptable limits. This 149

scheme is based on the interference limit and thus no power 150

restriction is placed on the terrestrial BSs. Finally, because 151

some BSs may not participate in transmission owing to their 152

inability to satisfy this interference temperature constraint, we 153

will consider for the third scheme only the subset of BSs that 154

meet the satellite’s requirement. This consideration leads to a 155

marked point process and will be referred to as the BS thinning 156

process to restrict interference (BTPI). It is important to note 157

that the thinning criteria is based on transmit power constraint 158

which will be described in Section II. 159

The performance of these schemes are analysed in terms 160

of outage probability at both satellite and terrestrial users. To 161

gain further insight, we also study the area spectral efficiency 162

of the secondary system in order to investigate the impact 163

of interference temperature on the average number of suc- 164

cessful transmitted symbols. The analysis presented here adds 165

valuable insights to recent works on CSTNs. 166

B. Contributions 167

The main contributions of the paper can be summarized as 168

follows: 169

• We have presented a more general model of CSTN where 170

a multi-beam satellite shares resources with randomly dis- 171

tributed BSs (equipped with multiple antennas) as long 172

as the interference temperature constraint imposed by the 173

satellite system is satisfied. 174

• We have presented analysis of this network under three 175

schemes of limiting interference generated by the sec- 176

ondary system. 177

– Power constraint to limit interference (PCI): in this 178

method, the only participating BSs are those that sat- 179

isfy the primary systems requirements. This require- 180

ment is satisfied by restricting the transmit power at 181

the BSs. 182

– Directional beamforming to control interference 183

(DBI): here, a transmitting BS utilizes directional 184

beamforming to focus the intended signal to the user, 185
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thus restricting interference to the primary network186

within required limits.187

– BS thinning process to restrict interference (BTPI):188

the assumption in this method is that not all BSs189

would satisfy the constraint set by the primary net-190

work. These non-satisfying BSs are thinned out so191

that only the subset of BSs that satisfy the constraint192

participate in communication.193

• To analyse the performance of this network, we introduce194

two important metrics: outage probability to measure the195

effect of interference from BSs other than the intended BS196

on both satellite and terrestrial communication, and area197

spectral efficiency to investigate the impact of interfer-198

ence temperature on spectrum efficiency at the secondary199

system.200

• We also provide a detailed analysis on the effect of chan-201

nel fading, BS node density and signal-to-interference-202

plus-noise ratio (SINR) threshold on a CSTN.203

• Via numerical results, we show the effective trade-off204

between outage probability performance and number of205

antennas at each BS and terrestrial user. In addition, BTPI206

is the best scheme of secondary transmission in a CSTN207

because of its strict adherence to the satellite system’s208

requirements thereby producing least interference to the209

satellite user of the three schemes. Finally, where thin-210

ning is not feasible, for a conventional terrestrial mobile211

system, restricting the transmit power at the terrestrial BS212

(PCI) is the viable option.213

Notations: We use upper and lower case to denote cumu-214

lative distribution functions (CDFs) and probability density215

functions (PDFs) respectively. R denotes the real plane,216

Probability is denoted by P , expectation by E[ · ], and exp(·)217

and e(·) are used interchangeably to represent the exponen-218

tial function, and all other symbols will be explicitly defined219

wherever used.220

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II221

describes the system model. The transmission characterization222

of multi-beam CSTN is presented in Section III. Section IV223

gives the numerical analysis, followed by the conclusion in224

Section V.225

II. SYSTEM MODEL226

We consider the downlink of a multi-beam CSTN consisting227

of a satellite whose coverage area is served by K spot beams228

(known as the primary system) and terrestrial BSs sharing229

resources with the satellite to communicate with a terrestrial230

user (secondary system) as shown in fig. 1. hpp and hcc repre-231

sent the direct channel links from the satellite and a given BS232

to their respective users, while hpc and hcp are the interference233

links from satellite to terrestrial user and from BS to satellite234

user respectively.235

In the primary system, the satellite transmits to users using236

K beams. The users are geographically scattered from which237

a cluster of K beams are formed. Without loss of general-238

ity, a single feed per beam is assumed. Thus, each beam is239

paired with a single user at a given instance. To manage inter-240

ference between adjacent beams and reduce the round trip241

Fig. 1. An illustration of network set-up. AQ3

delays, multiple gateways (GWs) have been proposed to man- 242

age clusters of beams so that distributed joint processing can 243

be utilized [23]. However, in this paper we focus on a sin- 244

gle gateway (GW) which manages a cluster of K beams with 245

an ideal link between satellite and GW. It is assumed that 246

perfect channel state information is obtainable at the GW1; 247

these assumptions are typical in [3], [17], and [24].2 To reduce 248

the expense of backhauling, joint processing is performed at 249

the GW so that each of K user’s signal is jointly precoded 250

and transmitted across all beams [3]. In addition, zero-forcing 251

(ZF) precoder for interference management between beams is 252

considered.3 253

In the secondary system, the underlay cognitive paradigm is 254

employed which allows the terrestrial BSs to transmit concur- 255

rently with the satellite as long as interference to the primary 256

user is below a certain threshold. 257

A. Network Model 258

In this section, we illustrate our system model of a downlink 259

multi-beam CSTN consisting of multiple satellite users with 260

terrestrial BSs serving their desired user. The satellite users in 261

the network are modelled as points in R
2 which are distributed 262

uniformly in the beam radius as a homogeneous Poisson point 263

process (PPP), �U with intensity λU as illustrated in Fig. 2. We 264

assume that a cluster of K beams is formed of users geograph- 265

ically close together, in other words, the users in a Voronoi 266

cell comprise a cluster resulting in a coverage area that make 267

up a Voronoi tessellation on the plane. Hence, the total num- 268

ber of beams, K, can be determined with the help of λU . The 269

BSs are also modelled as points of a uniform PPP, �BS with 270

1It is an assumption in this paper that the gateway contains information
about the deployment of BS nodes in the secondary system attempting to share
resources with the satellite so that the value of the interference temperature
constraint is set according to the number of active nodes.

2Admittedly, obtaining perfect CSI at the GW is difficult since satellite
communication systems experience long round trip delays from the GW to
users. However, these studies state that reliable CSI is obtainable by the
consideration of fixed satellite services. In addition, recent research efforts
are considering precoding paradigms to reduce the dependence of effective
precoding on accurate CSI, see [4], [25], [26].

3Although, other precoding schemes have been investigated in recent satel-
lite literature, we consider ZF as a simple linear precoder, shown to improve
spectral efficiency with a 20–50 % in [3].
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the satellite user network under PPP model showing
the location of users in a cluster of K beams. The cell boundaries are shown
and form a Voronoi tessellation.

intensity λBS in R
2. It is assumed that the point processes are271

independent. For the satellite system, transmissions are simul-272

taneous and use a universal frequency reuse scenario where273

all users can use the same channel and we consider a typical274

user receiving information from a multi-beam satellite.275

B. Satellite System Model276

1) Fading Model: We assume that the forward link contains277

both the line-of-sight (LOS) component and the scatter com-278

ponent. Hence, consider � to be the average receive power of279

LOS term, b0 as half of the average power of scattered compo-280

nent, and m as the Nakagami fading coefficient by definition.281

Leveraging the results from [27], the Shadowed-Rician (SR)282

fading model can be considered to model both the LOS and283

scatter components. Therefore the probability density function284

(PDF) can be written as285

f|h|2(x) =
(

2mb0

2mb0 + �

)m 1

2b0
exp

(
− x

2b0

)
286

×1F1

(
m, 1,

� x

2b0(2mb0 + �)

)
(1)287

where 1F1 is the hypergeometric function and the parameters288

b0, m and � are connected with the elevation angle θ as illus-289

trated in Fig. 1. We omit the corresponding expressions of290

parameters b0, m and � as they are characterized in detail291

in [27]. Although the SR fading model is widely used in lit-292

erature, the PDF and cumulative density function (CDF) are293

too complex to work with SINR expressions. Therefore, we294

approximate the squared SR model with Gamma random vari-295

able. Accordingly, the parameters of Gamma random variable296

are given as [27]297

αs = m(2b0 + �)2

4mb2
0 + 4mb0� + �2

, βs = 4mb2
0 + 4mb0� + �2

m(2b0 + �)
.298

(2)299

2) Antenna Gain at Satellite User Terminal: It is worth300

noticing that the average SINRs are highly dependent on both301

satellite beam pattern and user position. Therefore, the beam302

gain can be approximated as [3] 303

Gii = LmaxGs,iGr,i

(
J1(x)

2x
+ 36

J3(x)

x3

)2

(3) 304

where Lmax is the free space loss [24],4 x = 305

2.07123 sin(φii)/ sin(φ3dB), J1 and J3 are the first-kind 306

Bessel functions of order 1 and 3. Gs,i is the satellite transmit 307

antenna gain for the ith beam and Gr,i is the satellite user’s 308

receive antenna gain. Note that φii is denoted as the off-axis 309

angle of the ith desired beam, and φij is the off-axis angle 310

from the ith desired beam to the center of the jth interfering 311

beam. Therefore, Gii can be calculated from (3) with φii. 312

Similarly, Gij which is the observed antenna gain between 313

the jth interfering beam and the ith user, is also calculated 314

by (3) in terms of φij. 315

C. Terrestrial System Model 316

1) Fading Model: The impact of small scale fading on 317

the transmitted signals of cellular networks is higher than 318

satellite systems. The extensive study of cellular networks 319

in [29] and [30] show that the Nakagami fading model can 320

capture a generalised propagation environment. Hence, we 321

consider Nakagami-m channel model, and the channel power 322

is distributed according to 323

hi ∼ f	(x; mi) � mmi
i xmi−1e−mix

	(mi)
, (4) 324

where i � cc, cp, and 	(mi) is the gamma function. 325

2) Directional Beamforming Model: In order to reduce the 326

impact of terrestrial interference on the satellite user termi- 327

nals, we employ directional beamforming at BSs [20], [31]. 328

Accordingly, multiple antenna arrays are deployed at the trans- 329

mitters. It is worth noticing that the receiver, i.e., terrestrial 330

user is also equipped with directional antennas. We consider 331

static beamforming though sectorized antennas. Hence, we 332

assume that all the antennas at transmit and receiver pairs 333

are directional antennas with sectorized gain patterns. Let MBS 334

denote the number of transmit antennas at a BS and MR denote 335

receive antennas which could either be a satellite or terrestrial 336

user. Denoting the in-sector antenna array gain as GM
q and 337

the out-of-sector antenna array gain as Gm
q respectively, these 338

gains are expressed as [32] 339

GM
q = Mq

1 + δq
(
Mq − 1

) , 340

Gm
q = δq GM

q , (5) 341

where q ∈ {BS, R}, δq is a factor that measures the ratio of 342

main lobe to side lobe level. We assume adaptive beamform- 343

ing at the BSs such that active transmission link is that where 344

maximum gain can be achieved. Thus, for any intended link, 345

q (i.e., the transmission link between a given BS and the ter- 346

restrial user), the beamforming gain, Gq = GM
BSGM

R . The gains 347

4We assume the satellite channel is quasi-stationary which implies that the
environmental characteristics including the effect of rain attenuation can be
neglected. This is levaraging on the results of experimental data from [28]
that shows that the environmental attributes of the channel are assumed to be
constant within a small area.
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of links other than the intended link will be denoted as Gt.348

Gt also depends on the in-sector directivity gains (i.e., GM)349

and out-of-sector (i.e., Gm) gains of the antenna beam pattern.350

Accordingly, the effective antenna gain for an interferer seen351

by the terrestrial user is given by352

Gt =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

GM
BSGM

R , PMM = 1
MBSMR

GM
BSGm

R , PMm = (MR−1)
MBSMR

Gm
BSGM

R , PmM = (MBS−1)
MBSMR

Gm
BSGm

R , Pmm = (MR−1)(MBS−1)
MBSMR

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭

(6)353

where Ptk, with t, k ∈ {M, m} denotes the probability that the354

antenna gain GtGk is seen by the receiver. Here, the effective355

gain can be considered as a random variable, which can take356

any of the above-mentioned values.357

D. Signal Model358

1) Satellite Received Signal: The overall channel gain359

between the jth beam and ith user of the satellite can be360

given as361

hij
pp = hj

pp Gij
(
φij
)1/2

, i, j = 1, . . . , K. (7)362

Consider Psi as the satellite transmit power of ith beam,363

and xi
p as the transmitted information symbol from beam i.364

The received signal at ith beam user can be formulated as365

yi = √
Psi Gii hi

pp xi
p +

∑
j∈�U ,j�=i

√
Psj Gij hi

pp xj
p + IBS + ωi366

(8)367

where ωi is the noise power at beam i, Psj is the satellite trans-368

mit power of the jth beam and IBS is the terrestrial interference369

given by370

IBS =
∑

l∈�BS

√
Pter Gt hl

cp xl
c r−α

l,i , (9)371

where Pter, xl
c are the transmit power and information signal372

from the lth terrestrial BS, rl,i is the distance from lth BS to the373

ith beam of the satellite user, and α is the path loss exponent.374

2) Terrestrial Received Signal: The received signal at the375

terrestrial user from the lth BS is represented as:376

yl = √
Pter Gl r−α

l hl
cc xl

c +
∑

m∈�BS,m�=l

√
Pter Gt r−α

m hm
cc xm

c377

+ ISAT + ωl, (10)378

379

where ωl is additive white Gaussian noise ωl ∼ CN (0, σ 2
l ),380

ISAT is the interference from the satellite given by381

ISAT =
∑

j∈�U

√
Psj Gij hj

pc xj
p, (11)382

and hj
pc is the interference channel from the jth beam of the383

satellite to terrestrial user.384

To ensure a BS does not cause interference to the satellite385

system beyond the pre-defined threshold, ϒ , its transmit power386

is further constrained by [14]:387

Pter = min

(
ϒ

|hl
cp|2

, Ptot

)
, (12)388

where hcp is the interference channel from the BS to the 389

primary user and Ptot is the total available power at the lth BS. 390

E. SINR Model 391

In this subsection, we consider the SINR obtained at the 392

terrestrial and satellite users respectively. 393

1) SINR at Terrestrial User: The SINR at the terrestrial 394

user from the lth BS can be formulated from (10) and given as: 395

ζl = Pter Gl|hl
cc|2r−α

l

σ 2
l + IBS + ISAT

, (13) 396

where hl
cc is the fading gain of the channel between lth and 397

the terrestrial user, IBS = ∑
m∈�BS,m�=l

Pm Gt |hm
cc|2 r−α

m is the 398

interference from other BSs in �BS, ISAT = ∑
j∈�U

Psj Gij |hj
pc|2 399

represents interferences from each beam of the satellite to ter- 400

restrial user, rl is the distance from the lth BS to the user, σ 2
l 401

is the noise power. 402

SINR at Satellite User: The SINR for the intended link i at 403

the ith user can then be formulated as 404

ζi �
PsiGii|hi

pp|2

σ 2
i + ∑

j∈�u,j�=i
PsjGij

∣∣∣hj
pp

∣∣∣2 + IBS

, (14) 405

where hi
pp is the channel fading gain at the ith user, σ 2

i is the 406

noise power, and hj
pp denotes each interference fading gain 407

from other beams to their users, IBS is the interference from 408

the terrestrial system defined in (9). 409

The second term of the denominator in (14) is zero due to 410

successful ZF precoding.5 Hence, the SINR for the intended 411

link i at any particular user considering terrestrial interference 412

can be re-written as 413

ζ̂i �
PsiGii|hi

pp|2
σ 2

i + ∑
l∈�BS

Pter Gt |hl
cp|2 r−α

l,i

, (15) 414

where rl,i is the distance between lth BS and ith satellite user, 415

and α is the path loss exponent. 416

F. Performance Metrics 417

In order to analyse the performance of the system we will 418

use the two fundamental metrics of outage probability and area 419

spectral efficiency. 420

Outage Probability: This is the probability that outage 421

occurs at either satellite or terrestrial user. Outage occurs when 422

the received SINR falls below an acceptable threshold, Tt that 423

is, 424

Pout(Tt) = P (SINR < Tt). (16) 425

5The ZF precoder is designed using the unconstrained optimization method
described in [33] such that the powers of all signals are scaled to correspond
with the power increase as a result of precoding. As a result, the transmit
power is maintained as the same with the case of no precoding.
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Area Spectral Efficiency: This metric is presented to mea-426

sure the utilization of spectrum efficiency of wireless cellular427

systems. It is defined as the maximum rate per unit bandwidth428

of a user in a defined coverage area. It can also be described429

as the average number of successful transmitted bits per unit430

area and is therefore determined by the outage probability,431

Pout. Area spectral efficiency, ηAE is expressed as [34]432

ηAE = λBS(1 − Pout) log2(1 + Tt), (17)433

where Tt is the SINR threshold, and λBS is the BS node434

density.435

III. TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISATION436

IN MULTI-BEAM CSTN437

Here, we study the performance of the multi-beam CSTN438

from the perspective of outage probability and area spectral439

efficiency. In the context of this system model which permits440

simultaneous transmission of both satellite and terrestrial BSs441

to their respective users, we consider three practical scenarios.442

First is the analysis under assumption that all terrestrial BSs443

obey the constraint by using a limited transmit power defined444

in (12), (PCI). Second, we investigate the impact of using445

directional beamforming at the secondary system to limit inter-446

ference, (DBI). And third, based on the assumption that not all447

BSs deployed in the secondary system will meet the require-448

ments for transmission, we perform thinning and analyse only449

the subset of BSs that meet this constraint (BTPI).450

Remark 1: The analysis in the paper is done for the outage451

probability of both satellite and terrestrial systems. However,452

the area spectral efficiency analysis presented here is done453

only for the terrestrial system. The main idea behind this454

consideration is to measure the impact of interference temper-455

ature constraint imposed by the satellite on spectral utilization456

efficiency at the terrestrial system.457

A. PCI: Power Constraint to Limit Interference458

In this transmission method, we assume that the terres-459

trial system is equipped with omnidirectional antennas (i.e.,460

no beamforming is used in transmission). Hence, to manage461

the interference the terrestrial system causes to the satellite462

system, the transmission power of terrestrial BSs is limited by463

the interference constraint imposed by the satellite. We also464

assume that the terrestrial BSs and users utilize single antennas465

for transmission. Thus, in the sequel we assess the impact of466

limited transmit power on the outage performance of the both467

satellite and terrestrial users. The property of joint random468

variables is used to quantify the limited transmission power469

and the interferences from the satellite and terrestrial system470

as the case requires are characterized by the use of moment471

generating functions and Laplacian functionals respectively.472

Outage Probability at the Terrestrial User: At the terrestrial473

user, outage occurs when the SINR falls below the threshold,474

Tt. The outage probability from the lth BS is defined as475

Pout(Tt) = P (ζl < Tt). (18)476

Thus in the following proposition, we present the outage477

probability of SINR of the terrestrial user for a predefined478

threshold, Tt.479

Proposition 1: The outage probability of the received SINR 480

at the terrestrial user from the lth BS is given at the top of the 481

next page where 482

EI�BS

[
exp

(−A k rα
l Tt I�BS

Ptot

)]
(20) 483

= exp

⎛
⎜⎜⎝−2 π λBS

∫ ∞

r

⎛
⎜⎜⎝1 − 1(

1 + A k Pm rα
l

Ptot rα

)mcc

⎞
⎟⎟⎠r dr

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ 484

f	(y) = m
mcp
cp ymcp−1e−mcpy

	
(
mcp

) , (21) 485

where mcp is the Nakagami fading parameter of the interfer- 486

ence channel, γ (., .) is the lower incomplete gamma function, 487

	(mcp) is the gamma function of mcp, and 488

EISAT

[
exp

(−A k rα
l Tt ISAT

Ptot

)]
489

= exp

⎡
⎢⎢⎣−2πλU

⎛
⎜⎜⎝1 − 1(

1 + A k Tt rα
l Gij Psj

βs Ptot

)
⎞
⎟⎟⎠

αs
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (22) 490

where βs and αs are gamma distribution random variable 491

parameters of the satellite. 492

Proof: Refer Appendix A. 493

B. Special Case: Approximating BS Interference Using 494

Gamma Variable and Negligible Satellite Interference 495

The characterisation of BS interference from Proposition 1, 496

equation (20) is provided in terms of Laplacian and probability 497

generating functionals for which closed forms only exist for 498

special choices of its parameters and distribution. Therefore, in 499

order to obtain a more tractable model, we pursue this interfer- 500

ence characterisation in terms of their cumulants [35]. Under 501

Rayleigh fading assumption, we approximate the BS interfer- 502

ence distribution using the gamma model. In most modern 503

cognitive-satellite networks, the satellite interference to the 504

terrestrial user is not an essential consideration due to it’s 505

negligible magnitude compared to the larger values of intra 506

cluster interference power. 507

Under this consideration of, the distribution of the equiva- 508

lent aggregate of BS interference path gain is given as 509

ĪBS =
∑

m∈�BS

|hm
cc|2r−α

m . (23) 510

By the use of Campbell’s theorem, the characteristic function 511

of ĪBS is computed as [36] 512

φĪBS
(w) = exp

⎛
⎜⎝−2πλBS

∫
hcc

∫
R

·[1 − ejwxr−α
m ] · fhcc(x) drdx

⎞
⎟⎠ 513

(24) 514

where j = √−1. Using equation (24), we can obtain the cor- 515

responding closed forms of the cumulants. Specifically, the nth
516
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Pout(Tt) =
γ
(

mcp,
ϒ mcp

Ptot

)
	
(
mcp

)
mcc∑
k=0

(
mcc

k

)
(−1)k e

−A k rαl Ttσ2

Ptot EI�BS

[
e

−A k rαl Tt I�BS
Ptot

]
EISAT

[
e

−A k rαl Tt ISAT
Ptot

]

+
mcc∑
k=0

(
mcc

k

)
(−1)k

∞∫
ϒ

Ptot

EI�BS

[
e

−A k rαl Tt y I�BS
ϒ

]
e

−A k rαl Tt yσ2

ϒ EISAT

[
e

−A k rαl Tt y ISAT
ϒ

]
f	(y) dy (19)

cumulant of φĪBS
(w) can be given by517

κĪBS
(n) = 1

jn
dn

dwn

(
log φĪBS

(w)
)

1

∣∣
w=0 (25)518

After integration of equation (24) (refer to [36] for detailed519

derivations), we obtain520

κĪBS
(n) = 2πλBS

n α − 2
Ehcc

(
h2/α

cc

)
. (26)521

To obtain the closed form expressions of κĪBS
(n) under the522

Gamma model, we consider the distribution of ĪBS as523

fĪBS
(x; ν, θ) = xν−1e− x

θ

θν	(ν)
, (27)524

where the parameters ν and θ are given by525

ν = κĪBS
(1)

κĪBS
(2)

and θ = κĪBS
(2)

κĪBS
(1)

. (28)526

with the cumulants κĪBS
(1) and κĪBS

(2) being characterized527

using equation (26).528

The interested reader is referred to [37], to obtain more529

insights on the use of gamma variables.530

Accordingly, we obtain the closed form expression of outage531

probability at the terrestrial user in the following proposition.532

Proposition 2: The outage probability of the received SINR533

at the terrestrial user from the lth BS is given as534

Pout(Tt) = γ
(

1, ϒ
Ptot

)
e

−A rαl Ttσ2

Ptot

(
A rα

l Tt Pm

Ptot
+ 1

θ

)−ν

535

× θ−ν + e
ϒ

Ptot − e
1+tσ 2

tθ

(
t ϒ

Ptot
+ 1

θ

)−ν

θ−ν
536

×
(

tθ

1+tθ ϒ
Ptot

)−ν(
1 + tσ 2

)−1+ν

537

× 	
[
1 − ν,

(
ϒ

Ptot
+ 1

tθ

)(
1 + tσ 2

)]
(29)538

where t = A rα
l Tt Pm

ϒ
.539

Proof: See Appendix B.540

In order to quantify the impact of restricting the trans-541

mit power at terrestrial BS on satellite communication, we542

consider outage probability at the satellite user.543

Outage Probability at the Satellite User: Here, outage544

occurs when the received SINR at the user is less than accept-545

able threshold, Ts. Thus the outage probability is given in the546

following proposition.547

Proposition 3: The outage probability at the ith beam of548

the satellite system is given at the top of the next page where549

s = A l βs Ts
PsiGii

, 	(x, y), γ (x, y), are the upper and lower incom- 550

plete gamma functions respectively, and 	(x) is the gamma 551

function. 552

Proof: See Appendix C. 553

C. DBI: Directional Beamforming to Control Interference 554

In this scenario, we investigate limiting the interference 555

of secondary system by employing static directional beam- 556

forming using sectorized antennas to focus the signals for the 557

terrestrial user. Here, the terrestrial system is assumed to be 558

equipped with MBS antennas at the BSs and MR antennas at 559

the user6. We begin with determining the outage probability at 560

the secondary user and then evaluate the impact on the satellite 561

user by measuring its outage probability. This is achieved by 562

using sectorized gain patterns to characterize main lobe and 563

side lobe gains used in transmission. The interference from 564

BSs other than the transmitting BS is quantified with Laplace 565

functionals. 566

The following proposition gives the effect of applying 567

directional beamforming on the terrestrial user’s outage 568

performance. 569

Proposition 4: The outage probability at the terrestrial user 570

from the lth BS employing directional beamforming for trans- 571

mission is given as 572

Pout(Tt) =
mcc∑
k=0

(
mcc

k

)
(−1)k

573

× exp

(
−A k rα

l Ttσ
2

Pter Gl

)
EISAT

[
e

−A k rαl TtISAT
Pter Gl

] ∏
t,k∈{M,m}

574

× exp

⎡
⎢⎢⎣−2πPtkλBS

∞∫
r

⎛
⎜⎜⎝1 − 1(

1 + A k rα
l Tt PmGtk

t
Pter Glmccrα

m

)mcc

⎞
⎟⎟⎠r dr

⎤
⎥⎥⎦. 575

(31) 576

Proof: From the proof of Proposition 1, we have 577

Pout(Tt) =
mcc∑
k=0

(
mcc

k

)
(−1)ke

−A k rα
l Ttσ

2

Pter Gl 578

× EIBS

[
e

−A k rα
l TtI�BS

Ptot Gt

]
EISAT

[
e

−A k rα
l TtISAT

Pter Gl

]
. 579

(32) 580

6This assumption is justified since when employing directional beamform-
ing, the multiple transmit and receive antennas form a transmit beam and a
receive beam which is equivalent to communication with a single directional
transmit antenna and a single directional receive antenna [38], [39].
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Pout(Ts) ≈
αs∑

l=0

(
αs

l

)
(−1)l exp

(
−sσ 2

i

)
exp

⎡
⎣2πλBS

⎛
⎝

∞∫
r

mcp	

(
mcp,

ϒmcp
Ptot

)
−	(mcp+1)

mcp	(mcp)
+ m

mcp−1
cp

	(mcp)

(
mcp + Ptotr

−αs
)−mcp

×
(
	
(
mcp + 1

)− mcp	
(

mcp,
ϒ(mcp+Ptotr−αs)

Ptot

))

+
(

1 − e−sϒr−α
)⎛⎝γ

(
mcp,

ϒmcp
Ptot

)
− 	

(
mcp

)
	
(
mcp

)
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠rdr

⎤
⎦ (30)

However, the terrestrial interference due to other BSs needs581

to be characterized before proceeding. Given that the interfer-582

ence from BSs could be either from main lobe or side lobe583

as defined in (6), we utilize the notion of marked stochastic584

geometry to characterize the interference as [40]585

I�BS = I MM
�BS

+ I Mm
�BS

+ I mM
�BS

+ I mm
�BS

. (33)586

By definition of the Laplace transform, we have587

L
{
I�BS

} = L
{
I MM
�BS

}
L
{
I Mm
�BS

}
L
{
I mM
�BS

}
L
{
I mm
�BS

}
. (34)588

Starting with the characterisation of L{I MM
�BS

}(s), we obtain589

L
{
I MM
�BS

}
(s) = E

[
exp
(−sI MM

�BS

)]
,590

= E�BS,hm
cc,Gt

[
exp
(
−s Pm GMM

t |hm
cc|2 r−α

m

)]
,591

(a)= E�BS,Gt

⎧⎨
⎩
∏

m∈�BS

⎛
⎝ 1

1 + s PmGMM
t r−α

m
mcc

⎞
⎠

mcc
⎫⎬
⎭,592

(b)= EGt

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩exp

⎡
⎢⎣−2πPMMλBSr

⎛
⎜⎝1 − 1(

1 + s PmGMM
t

mccrα
m

)mcc

⎞
⎟⎠dr

⎤
⎥⎦
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭,593

(35)594

where PMM is the probability that GMM
t = GMGM , s =595

A k rα
l Tt

Pter Gl
, (a) follows from the use of the moment generating596

function of Gamma random variable with Nakagami fading597

parameter mcc, and (b) follows due to the use of probabil-598

ity generating functionals of PPPs. Following similar steps,599

L{I Mm
�BS

}, L{I mM
�BS

}, L{I mm
�BS

} can be computed and finally, using600

equation (34), the Laplace transform of I�BS is given as601

L{I�BS}(s) = E[ exp(−sI�BS)],602

=
∏

t,k∈{M,m}
exp

⎡
⎢⎣−2πPtkλBSr

⎛
⎜⎝1 − 1(

1 + s PmGtk
t

mccrα
m

)mcc

⎞
⎟⎠dr

⎤
⎥⎦603

(36)604

where rm is the distance between the mth BS and the terrestrial605

user. The characterisation of L{ISAT}(s) has been outlined in606

Appendix A and is expressed as607

L{ISAT}(s) = exp

⎡
⎢⎣−2πλU

⎛
⎜⎝1 − 1(

1 + s Gij Psj
βs

)αs

⎞
⎟⎠
⎤
⎥⎦, (37)608

where s = A k rα
l Tt

Pter Gl
, αs and βs are the gamma distribution609

parameters of the satellite given in (2).610

This proof is concluded by substituting (36) and (37) 611

into (32). 612

Outage Probability at Satellite User: In the following 613

lemma we measure the impact of employing directional beam- 614

forming at the terrestrial BS in terms of outage probability at 615

the satellite user. 616

Lemma 1: The outage probability of at the ith user of the 617

satellite considering directional beamforming at the terrestrial 618

system is given as 619

Pout(Ts) ≈
αs∑

l=0

(
αs

l

)
(−1)l exp

(−A l βs Tsσ
2

PsiGii

) ∏
t,k∈{M,m}

620

× exp

⎡
⎢⎣−2πPtkλBS

∞∫
r

⎛
⎜⎝1 − 1(

1 + A l βs Ts PterGtk
t

PsiGiimcprα
l,i

)mcp

⎞
⎟⎠r dr

⎤
⎥⎦, 621

(38) 622

where rl,i is the distance from the lth BS to the ith satellite 623

user. 624

Proof: The proof follows from Proposition 4. 625

Remark 2: It is important to note that with single transmit 626

and receive antennas, directional beamforming cannot be used 627

to manage the interference. Hence, limiting the transmit power 628

of the terrestrial system as in PCI is the method employed. In 629

other words, when MBS = MR = 1, then DBI reduces to PCI. 630

D. BTPI: BS Thinning Process to Restrict Interference 631

In this subsection, we characterize BSs which do not sat- 632

isfy the interference constraint imposed by primary system. 633

As some of the BSs may not provide sufficient coverage for 634

the terrestrial user, and these BSs may override the interfer- 635

ence temperature constraint set by satellite system and may 636

cause harmful interference to primary users, leading to a dete- 637

rioration of the system’s performance. In such conditions, one 638

can make use of a thinning operation on the original PPP 639

of BSs, leading to the well-known Matern Hard-core point 640

process (MHCPP) that has been used to appropriately model 641

networks with guard zones [41]. 642

Additionally, for power constrained terrestrial systems, the 643

characterisation of hardcore models of point processes needs 644

to take into consideration fading and interference constraint. 645

In this regard, thinning with respect to fading is considered. 646

We leverage the results from [41] and [42] and incorporate 647

thinning in the design aspects of our system model. The char- 648

acterization of HCPP models via the Laplace functional and 649

probability generating functionals is quite difficult to analyse 650
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P� =
[

πCsc[(mij−mcp)π]
	[mij]	[mcp]

(
−m

mij
ij

(
mcp ϒ rα

c
Pt

)mij
	
[
mij
]

PFϒ

[{
mij
}
,
{
1 + mij, 1 + mij − mcp

}
, mij mcp

ϒ rα
c

Pt

]

+ m
mcp
ij

(
mcp ϒ rα

c
Pt

)mcp
	
[
mcp

]
PFϒ

[{
mcp

}
,
{
1 + mcp, 1 − mij + mcp

}
, mij mcp

ϒ rα
c

Pt

])]
(42)

and has not been properly done yet. However, the nodes fur-651

ther away from a hard core distance, d, can still be modelled652

as a PPP as shown in [42]. Thus, we take into account such653

an approximation for analytical tractability, and consider that654

the distribution of BSs follows a PPP while their density is655

approximated by that of the density of a modified hard-core656

PPP, λ̄BS.657

Let �BS be the primary point process and �̄BS be the gen-658

eralised MHCPP. In order to generalise the traditional MHCPP659

with respect to transmit power with interference constraint, the660

hard-core distance d is replaced with the received power.661

Remark 3: A BS node is retained in �̄BS if, and only662

if, it has the lowest mark in its neighborhood set of BSs,663

N(xi) determined by dynamically changing the random-shaped664

region defined by instantaneous path gains, which can be665

looked upon as the communication range.666

Lemma 2: Let the number of BSs in communication range667

be N, the retaining probability of a BS node is PBS = 1−e−NP�

NP�
.668

Then the intensity of active number of BSs is given by λ̄BS =669

λBSPBS [41, Th. 4.1].670

Now, in order to find PBS, we have to compute the neigh-671

bourhood success probability P�. Let xi represent the location672

of a BS in �BS, i.e., i ∈ �BS. The neighbourhood set of any673

BS located at xi is determined by bounding an observation674

region, Bxi by Bxi(rd), where rd is a sufficiently large dis-675

tance, such that the probability that any BS located beyond rd676

becomes neighbour of the BS at xi is a very small number, �.677

This probability is expressed as678

P

{
Pt |hij|2

||xi − xj||α ≤ ϒ

|hcp|2 | ||xi − xj|| > rd

}
≤ �, (39)679

where Pt is the transmit power of any BS, xi and xj represent680

the locations of any two BSs in �BS, and ||xi − xj|| is the681

distance between two neighbouring BSs.682

Then the neighbourhood success probability within the683

bounded region can be defined as684

P� = P
{
�xi,xj ≤ ϒ

|hcp|2 |xj ∈ Bxi(rd)
}
, (40)685

where �xi,xj = Pt |hij|2
rα

c
, and rc = ||xi − xj|| is the distance686

between any two BSs in comparison.687

Following from ratio and product distribution [40], (40) can688

be written as689

P� =
∞∫

0

ϒ rα
c

Pt∫
0

f|hij|2(x)f|hcp|2(
y
x )

1
x dy dx,690

=
∞∫

0

f|hij|2(x)F|hcp|2
(

ϒ rα
c

Pt x

)
dx. (41)691

Using (41), we can derive the generalised MHCPP process 692

of the BSs and their active nodes which satisfy the interference 693

constraint. Therefore, the closed-form expression of the above 694

integral is given at the top of this page, where PFϒ is the 695

hypergeometric regularised function, mij is the Nakagami fad- 696

ing parameter from the distribution of hij and Csc is cosecant 697

function. 698

From the above analysis, the outage probability at the ter- 699

restrial and satellite users can be computed with the updated 700

density, λ̄BS, by following steps similar to proposition 3 and 701

lemma 1 respectively.7 702

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 703

As previously mentioned, we have analysed three different 704

methods of limiting interference caused by terrestrial commu- 705

nication to the satellite network. In this section, we provide 706

numerical results to validate our system model and present 707

comparison of these three interference limiting schemes. We 708

also verify the accuracy of theoretical results presented in 709

the previous section showcasing the performance metrics of 710

outage probability and area spectral efficiency. The parame- 711

ters considered for simulation in this paper are inspired from 712

related studies on CSTNs, satellite and cellular communica- 713

tion [16], [27], [31] and the correctness of the analytical 714

results is verified through Monte Carlo simulations. For the 715

primary satellite network, we consider a K-beam network 716

with an orbit radius of 35786 km where the intensity of 717

satellite users is expressed as λU = K
π R2 where K is any 718

integer that indicates the average number of users/beams 719

being served by the satellite. A few of the parameters 720

with their corresponding values are presented in Table I. 721

All other parameters will be explicitly mentioned wherever 722

used. 723

Figures 3 to 5 illustrate the impact of limiting terrestrial 724

BS transmit power using the imposed interference temperature 725

constraint (PCI). In Fig. 3, we compare the outage probability 726

performance with different values of satellite imposed interfer- 727

ence temperature constraint at the terrestrial user. This result 728

is a validation of proposition 1. It can be observed that the 729

simulation results obtained from the numerical evaluation of 730

equation (19) are consistent with the analytical derivations, 731

as shown by the matching of these results. As can be seen, 732

with increasing values of interference temperature constraint, 733

ϒ , the outage probability performance is considerably lower. 734

This result is expected as increasing the interference temper- 735

ature constraint implies that the terrestrial BS can transmit 736

7It is important to note that although the expressions for outage probabil-
ity are not presented in closed form, they are not computationally complex
and can easily and efficiently be calculated with the use of many computer
software programmes including MATLAB and MATHEMATICA.
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 3. Outage probability as a function of SINR threshold of the secondary
network under different satellite interference temperature constraints, ϒ and
Ptot = 20 dB.

Fig. 4. Outage probability as a function of SINR threshold of the secondary
network with varying BS node density under different satellite interference
temperature constraints, ϒ .

with more power, which in turn leads to more successful737

communication with the terrestrial user.738

After establishing that increased interference temperature739

constraint has a positive impact on terrestrial communication,740

we now consider the effect of node density, λBS, on the out-741

age. Hence, in Fig. 4, we present a plot of outage probability742

against SINR threshold at the terrestrial user for varying values743

of λBS and ϒ . As can be observed, reducing the BS density744

Fig. 5. Outage probability at the satellite user as a function of SINR threshold
for varying interference temperature constraints, ϒ , Ptot = 20 dB.

Fig. 6. Outage probability at the terrestrial user as a function of SINR
threshold for varying BS node density with varying antenna gain.

leads to a decrease in outage probability. This outcome can be 745

explained by the fact that a higher density of BSs (implying 746

more deployed BSs) indicate that there are many more BSs to 747

interfere with the intended transmission to the terrestrial user. 748

Also, confirming the results from Fig. 3, the outage probability 749

is lower for ϒ = 15 dB in both cases of λBS when compared 750

with values for ϒ = 10 dB. 751

In Fig. 5, we analyse the outage probability at the satellite 752

user with respect to restricting the transmit power of the ter- 753

restrial base stations. To provide more insight on the impact 754

of constraint in the CSTN, we compare these results to the 755

case of no interference (non-transmitting terrestrial BSs). It can 756

be seen from the figure that outage probability is appreciably 757

lower with decreasing values of interference temperature con- 758

straint. This result is in contrast to the observations of varying 759

constraint at the terrestrial user in Fig. 4, and this outcome 760

implies that lowering the values of interference temperature 761

constraint produces more rigidity in restraining the transmis- 762

sion power of terrestrial BSs, which then results in noticeably 763

lower interference to the satellite user and lesser probablity of 764

outage. In addition, we provide simulation results of the satel- 765

lite channel using the SR fading model; as can be observed 766

from the figure, the simulations are closely matched with the 767

simulations using the Gamma random variable approximation 768
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Fig. 7. Outage probability at the satellite user as a function of SINR threshold
for varying BS node density when terrestrial BS is employing beamforming
with MBS=32, Mr = 16, α = 2.5.

for the channel. This result is an affirmation of the channel769

approximation we used in our analysis.770

Next, we consider the use of directional beamforming for771

transmission in the terrestrial system. Fig. 6 presents a com-772

parison of outage probability with different BS densities and773

antenna gains at the terrestrial user. This result verifies propo-774

sition 4 as shown by the minimal performance gap between775

simulation and analytical results. It can be observed that when776

the antenna gain is increased, there is a reduction in outage777

probability. For example, when λ = 0.000001, for a spe-778

cific threshold of 10 dB, the outage probability is 0.5 when779

MBS = Mr = 8 whereas when utilizing 32 antennas at both780

BS and user, the outage probability reduces to 0.1. This result781

indicates that directional beamforming has a direct effect on782

the SINR threshold as an increase in the directional beamform-783

ing gain results in a reduction in the target SINR threshold784

required for good coverage. It is also evident from the figure785

that a higher network density yields more outage for a target786

SINR value.787

The impact at the satellite user of utilizing directional beam-788

forming for terrestrial transmission and interference mitigation789

is shown in Fig. 7. It can be identified from the figure that as790

BS nodal density increases, the probability of outage at the791

satellite user also increases similar to the effect at the terres-792

trial user. Also worthy of note, deploying more BSs in the793

terrestrial network increases the aggregate interference caused794

to the satellite user.795

Next, we present the analysis of thinning out all BSs that796

do not satisfy the interference temperature constraint imposed797

by the satellite, as discussed in Section III. After thinning,798

λ̄BS is computed using lemma 2 so that, λ̄BS = λBSPBS.799

Accordingly, in Figures 8 and 9, we present a comparison800

of outage probability by using all three methods of PCI, DBI801

and BTPI.802

Fig. 8 plots the outage probability as a function of SINR803

threshold at the terrestrial user. It is evident from the figure that804

for a fixed interference temperature constraint ϒ = 0 dB, BTPI805

has the best performance giving the least outage probability for806

a given target SINR. What is striking about the performance of807

DBI is its dependence on the antenna array size. Increasing the808

Fig. 8. Comparison of outage probability at the terrestrial user using three
methods for ϒ = 0 dB, λBS = 0.000009.

Fig. 9. Comparison of outage probability at both the satellite user and
terrestrial user using three methods for ϒ = 10 dB, MBS = Mr = 16.

number of transmit and receive antennas reasonably reduces 809

the outage probability, but this comes at a cost. We note that 810

the gains of employing directional beamforming are optimal 811

when utilizing massive multiple input-multiple output (MIMO) 812

systems, or employing millimeter wave links at the terrestrial 813

system because each of these methods allow for a large array 814

of antennas. This can be investigated in our future work. 815

Fig. 9 considers the impact of using all three schemes at 816

both the satellite user and terrestrial user. It is apparent that 817

for a target SINR, BTPI is the best method in both cases 818

to reduce the impact of interference on the satellite system 819

in a multi-beam CSTN as its performance results in fewer 820

outages. This result can be explained by the fact that thin- 821

ning is a strict implementation of the interference temperature 822

constraint imposed by the satellite. DBI gives the worst perfor- 823

mance causing the most interference to satellite transmission 824

and increasing the probability of outage occurrences. We note 825

that using PCI, which restricts transmit power at the terres- 826

trial BS, results in moderate interference to the satellite user, 827

much lower than that produced by directional beamforming. 828

Therefore, for a conventional multi-beam CSTN, where thin- 829

ning is not feasible, PCI is a more viable scheme than DBI 830

but at cost of moderate interference to satellite user. 831
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Fig. 10. Area spectral efficiency as a function of SINR threshold for varying
interference temperature constraints, ϒ .

Finally, in Fig. 10, we illustrate the area spectral efficiency832

at the terrestrial user with respect to SINR threshold under833

different values of ϒ . It can be seen from the figure that for834

higher values of interference temperature constraint, the area835

spectral efficiency increases, which implies that the terrestrial836

BS can transmit with more power. This outcome is the evi-837

dence for reduced outage probability observed at the terrestrial838

user for increasing values of ϒ . It is worthy of mention that839

there is an optimal value of area spectral efficiency as indi-840

cated by the shape of the curves in Fig. 10 with the implication841

that increasing the SINR threshold has a diminishing returns842

effect. Further, when the optimal SINR threshold is deter-843

mined, this can be used to determine the optimal BS density844

which maximises the area spectral efficiency of the terrestrial845

system whilst taking into account the constraint imposed by846

the satellite system. Determination of these optimal points can847

be explored in future works.848

V. CONCLUSION849

The impact of interference in a multi-beam CSTN was850

investigated. From our analysis, it is clear that successful trans-851

mission at both satellite and terrestrial systems depends on852

network conditions such as BS node density, antenna gain,853

and interference temperature constraint imposed by the satel-854

lite. Accordingly, performance metrics of outage probability855

and area spectral efficiency were analysed. With simulation856

results we show the effect of varying the network parame-857

ters such as BS node density and the value of interference858

temperature constraint on the network. After comparing three859

secondary system transmission schemes (PCI, DBI and BPTI)860

aimed at keeping interference to the satellite system within the861

predefined limits, we observed that for a target SINR, BTPI862

(which strictly adheres to the satellite’s requirements) gives the863

best performance. We also showed that for conventional ter-864

restrial mobile networks, DBI performed the worst. However,865

the performance when utilizing directional beamforming can866

be improved at the cost of increasing the antenna gain.867

In practical scenarios, this would mean employing massive868

MIMO transceivers or millimeter wave links at the terres-869

trial system. In addition, when BS thinning is not feasible,870

restricting the transmit power at the terrestrial BS by lowering 871

the value of interference temperature constraint is the viable 872

method to obtain reduced outage probability of the satellite 873

communication. 874

APPENDIX A 875

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 876

The terrestrial user experiences outage when its SINR8 falls 877

below the predefined threshold Tt such that: 878

Pout(Tt) = P (SINR < Tt), 879

= P

(
Pter |hl

cc|2r−α
l

σ 2 + IBS + ISAT
< Tt

)
. (43) 880

Substituting Pter in (43) with the interference temperature 881

constraint defined in (12) as 882

Pter = min

(
ϒ

|hl
cp|2

, Ptot

)
, (44) 883

and using the property of joint distribution of random variables 884

X and Y from [43], we have: 885

P (min(X, Y) < t) = P (X < t, Y < t), 886

and 887

min(X, Y) =
{

X if Y > X,

Y if Y ≤ X.
(45) 888

Therefore, (43) becomes 889

Pout(Tt) = P

(
Ptot |hl

cc|2r−α
l

σ 2 + IBS + ISAT
< Tt, Ptot ≤ ϒ

|hl
cp|2

)
890

+ P

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

ϒ

|hl
cp|2

|hl
cc|2r−α

l

σ 2 + IBS + ISAT
< Tt, Ptot >

ϒ

|hl
cp|2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠. 891

(46) 892

Let 	 = |hl
cp|2. The outage probability conditioned on 	 is 893

defined as: 894

Pout|	(Tt) =

ϒ
Ptot∫
0

P

[
Ptot |hl

cc|2r−α
l

σ 2 + IBS + ISAT
< Tt

]
f	(y) dy

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

895

+
∞∫

ϒ
Ptot

P

⎡
⎢⎣

ϒ

	
|hl

cc|2r−α
l

σ 2 + IBS + ISAT
< Tt

⎤
⎥⎦f	(y) dy.

︸ ︷︷ ︸
II

896

(47) 897

8In this scenario, since we limit the interference using interference temper-
ature constraint, the beamforming gain, Gl = 1 and is omitted for subsequent
analysis.
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Given that fading of the channel of the lth BS , hl
cc fol-898

lows the Nakagami fading model described in Section II-C1,899

we employ the upper bound approximation of gamma dis-900

tribution with parameter mcc such that: P [ |hl
cc |2 < γ <901

(1−e−A γ )mcc ] with A = mcc(mcc!)
−1
mcc , therefore, starting with902

I, the conditional outage probability is expressed as:903

P I
out|	(Tt) =

ϒ
Ptot∫
0

P

[
Ptot |hl

cc|2r−α
l

σ 2 + IBS + ISAT
< Tt

]
f	(y) dy, (48)904

where f	(y) is the density of fading of interference channel905

given by906

f	(y; mcp) = m
mcp
cp ymcp−1e−mcpy

	(mcp)
, (49)907

where mcp is the Nakagami fading parameter, and 	(mcp) is908

the Gamma function,909

P

[
Ptot |hl

cc|2r−α
l

σ 2 + IBS + ISAT
< Tt

]
910

= EIBS,ISAT

[
P
[
|hl

cc|2 <
Tt rα

l

Ptot

(
σ 2 + IBS + ISAT

)]]
,911

(a)= EIBS,ISAT

[(
1 − e−A

rαl Tt
Ptot

(
σ 2+IBS+ISAT

))mcc
]
,912

(b)=
mcc∑
k=0

(
mcc

k

)
(−1)ke

−A k rαl Ttσ2

Ptot EIBS

[
e− −A k rαl Tt IBS

Ptot

]
913

× EISAT

[
e− −A k rαl Tt ISAT

Ptot

]
,914

(c)=
mcc∑
k=0

(
mcc

k

)
(−1)ke

−A k rαl Ttσ2

Ptot
∏

m∈�BS

EIBS

[
e− −A k rαl Tt IBS

Ptot

]
915

×
∏

j∈�U

EISAT

[
e− −A k rαl Tt ISAT

Ptot

]
, (50)916

where (a) follows from the tight gamma approximation previ-917

ously defined, (b) follows from applying binomial expansion,918

and (c) follows from the product of both satellite and ter-919

restrial links such that IBS = ∑
m∈�BS,m�=l

Pm|hm
cc|2r−α

m and920

ISAT = ∑
j∈�U

PsjGi,j|hj
pc|2. Now substituting (c) into (48), the921

solution yields922

P I
out|	(Tt) =

γ
(

mcp,
ϒ mcp

Ptot

)
	
(
mcp

)
mcc∑
k=0

(
mcc

k

)
(−1)k

923

× e
−A k rαl Ttσ2

Ptot EIBS

[
e

−A k rα
l TtIBS

Ptot

]
EISAT

[
e

−A k rα
l TtISAT

Ptot

]
.924

(51)925

The Laplace transform of terrestrial interference is given as 926

EIBS

[
exp(−sIBS)

]
927

= EIBS

⎡
⎣ ∏

m∈�BS

exp
(−sPm Xccr−α

m

)⎤⎦, 928

= EIBS

⎡
⎣ exp

⎛
⎝−s

∑
m∈�BS

Pm Xccr−α
m

⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦, (52) 929

where, s = A k rα
l Tt

Ptot
Xcc = |hm

cc|2. 930

Applying the Campbell’s theorem [40], we obtain9
931

EI�BS

[
exp

(−A k rα
l Tt I�BS

Ptot

)]
932

= exp

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝−2 π λBS

∫ ∞

r

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝1 − 1⎛

⎝1+
A k Pm rα

l

Ptot rα

⎞
⎠

mcc

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠r dr

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠. 933

(53) 934

The expectation of interfering link from the satellite is 935

obtained thus: Let s = A k rα
l Tt

Ptot
936

L{ISAT}(s) = E
[
exp(−s ISAT)

]
, 937

= E�U ,Xpc

⎡
⎣∏

i∈�U

exp
(−s PsjGij Xpc

)⎤⎦, 938

(a)= E�U

⎧⎨
⎩
∏

i∈�U

EXpc

[
exp
(−sPsjGijXpc

)]
⎫⎬
⎭, 939

(b)= exp

⎡
⎣−2πλU

⎛
⎝1 −

⎛
⎝ 1

1 + s PsjGij
βs

⎞
⎠

αs
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦, (54) 940

where Xpc = |hj
pc|2, (a) follows from the assumption of 941

independent fading, (b) follows from the use of Campbell’s 942

theorem, moment generating function of Gamma random 943

variable and probability generating functionals of PPPs. 944

For the second part of Pout|	 in (47), we obtain: 945

P II
out|	(Tt) =

∞∫
ϒ

Ptot

P

⎡
⎢⎣

ϒ

	
|hl

cc|2r−α
l

σ 2 + IBS + ISAT
< Tt

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
III

f	(y) dy, 946

(55) 947

with f	 defined in (49). We solve III by following steps similar 948

to those outlined in (50) and obtain 949

P
[ ϒ

	
|hl

cc|2r−α
l

σ 2+IBS+ISAT
< Tt

]
=

mcc∑
k=0

(
mcc

k

)
(−1)ke

−Akrα
l Tt	σ 2

ϒ 950

×
∏

m∈�BS

EIBS

[
e− A k rαl Tt 	 IBS

Ptot

] ∏
j∈�U

EISAT

[
e− A k rαl Tt 	 ISAT

Ptot

]
. 951

(56) 952

9rm is subsequently referred to as r.
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Now, substituting (56) into (55), we obtain P II
out|y given as953

P II
out|	(Tt) =

∞∫
ϒ

Ptot

mcc∑
k=0

(
mcc

k

)
(−1)ke

−A k rαl Tt yσ2

ϒ954

×
∏

m∈�BS

EIBS

[
e− −A k rαl Tt y IBS

Ptot

]
955

×
∏

j∈�U

EISAT

[
e− −A k rαl Tt y ISAT

Ptot

]
m

mcp
cp ymcp−1 e−mcp y

	(mcp)
dy. (57)956

The expectations of interfering links from the957

other BSs, EIBS[ exp(−A k rα
l Tt y IBS
Ptot

)] and the satellite,958

EISAT [ exp(−A k rα
l Tt y ISAT
Ptot

)] are obtained by following similar959

steps to (53) and (54) respectively. Finally, the proof of outage960

probability for the terrestrial user is realised by summation961

of P I
out|y and P II

out|y respectively.962

APPENDIX B963

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2964

The approximated outage probability for the terrestrial user965

when fĪBS
(x; ν, θ) = xν−1e− x

θ

θν	(ν)
and ISAT = 0 is given as966

Pout|	(Tt) =

ϒ
Ptot∫
0

P

[
Ptot |hl

cc|2r−α
l

σ 2 + IBS
< Tt

]
f	(y) dy

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

967

+
∞∫

ϒ
Ptot

P

⎡
⎢⎣

ϒ

	
|hl

cc|2r−α
l

σ 2 + IBS
< Tt

⎤
⎥⎦f	(y) dy.

︸ ︷︷ ︸
II

(58)968

The expectation of the interfering links from other BSs is969

given as970

EIBS

⎡
⎣e

(
− A k rαl Tt IBS

Ptot

)⎤
⎦ =

∫ ∞

0
e− A k rαl Ttx

Ptot
xν−1e− x

θ

θν	(ν)
dx, (59)971

Solving for (59) yields972

EIBS

⎡
⎣e

(
− A k rαl Tt IBS

Ptot

)⎤
⎦ =

(
A k rα

l Pm Tt

Ptot
+ 1

θ

)−ν

θ−ν . (60)973

Using the expressions EIBS

⎡
⎣e

(
− A k rαl Tt IBS

Ptot

)⎤
⎦ and f	(y) = e−y

974

to solve (58) and following similar steps to Appendix A will975

yield (29).976

APPENDIX C977

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3978

Now, the outage probability of SINR distribution using (15)979

can be given as980

P

[
PsiGii|hi

pp|2
σ 2 + IBS

< Ts

]
= P

[
hi

pp|2 <
Ts

PsiGii

(
σ 2 + IBS

)]
.981

(61)982

Leveraging the tight upper bound of a Gamma random vari- 983

able of parameters αs and βs as P[hi
pp|2 < γ < (1−e−Aβsγ )αs 984

with A = αs(αs!)
−1
αs , and by applying binomial theorem we 985

approximate (61) as 986

P

[
hi

pp|2 <
Ts

PsiGii

(
σ 2 + IBS

)]
987

≈
αs∑

l=0

(
αs

l

)
(−1)le

−A l βs Tsσ2

PsiGii L
{
I�BS

}
(s), (62) 988

where s = A l βs Ts
PsiGii

. Next, the terrestrial interference due to 989

BSs is characterized as 990

L
{
I�BS

}
(s) = EI�BS

[
exp
(−sI�BS

)]
, 991

= EI�BS

⎡
⎣ ∏

l∈�BS

exp
(
−s Pter |hcp|2r−α

l

)⎤⎦, (63) 992

which is gotten by substituting I�BS = ∑
l∈�BS

Pter |hi
cp|2 r−α

l . 993

Applying Campbell’s theorem [40], we obtain 994

L{I�BS}(s) = exp

⎡
⎣2πλBS

∞∫
r

(
e−s Pter |hi

cp|2 r−α − 1
)

rdr

⎤
⎦. 995

(64) 996

Taking the expectation with respect to |hi
cp|2 and recalling that 997

Pter is constrained as in equation (12), we obtain 998

L{I�BS}(s) 999

= exp

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

2πλBS

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

∞∫
r

ϒ
Ptot∫
0

(
e−s Ptot y r−α − 1

)
f	(y) dy r dr

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

1000

+
∞∫

r

∞∫
ϒ

Ptot

(
e−s ϒ

	
y r−α − 1

)
f	(y) dy r dr

︸ ︷︷ ︸
II

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, 1001

(65) 1002

where f	(y) is as defined in (49). 1003

After solving the inner integrals of I and II with respect to 1004

y, the expectation of the interference from BSs limited by the 1005

interference temperature constraint is given as 1006

L
{
I�BS

}
(s) 1007

= exp

⎡
⎣2πλBS

⎛
⎝

∞∫
r

mcp 	

(
mcp,

ϒmcp
Ptot

)
−	(mcp+1)

mcp	(mcp)
1008

+ m
mcp−1
cp

	(mcp)

(
mcp + Ptotr

−αs
)−mcp

1009

×
(
	
(
mcp + 1

)− mcp	
(

mcp,
ϒ(mcp+Ptotr−αs)

Ptot

))
1010

+
∞∫

r

(
1 − e−sϒr−α

)⎛⎝γ
(
mcp,

ϒmcp
Ptot

)
− 	

(
mcp
)

	
(
mcp
)

⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠rdr

⎤
⎦, 1011

(66) 1012
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where 	(x, y), γ (x, y), are the upper and lower incom-1013

plete gamma functions respectively, and 	(x) is the gamma1014

function.1015

This proof is concluded by substituting (66) into (62).1016
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